About IPAN and the Hill View Farm Animal Refuge Equids
(from: http://www.indiapan.org/index.html)

“Welfare issues of horses and donkeys in India are multifold. Donkeys are used to carry heavy loads on
difficult terrains with no proper roads to supply construction sites with sand and bricks or to support
pilgrimages to certain temples, carrying the supplies of the devotees. Often any professional veterinary
health care facilities for donkeys are entirely non-existing and owners often rely on traditional healing
practices, like cutting the tips of the donkeys ears ‘to let out the bad blood’ or cutting the nostrils open ‘to
help the breathing’ or branding with hot iron ‘to cure tetanus/lameness/ almost anything’.
After the racing career of a racehorse is over, they are often sold for very cheap to people operating in the
tourist riding business. In tourist towns like Ooty, horses are left to roam free on the roadsides and among
the traffic and caught when needed for the riding.

We have a dream
We know that somewhere out there is a person, experienced in natural horsemanship, with interest in
working with rescued horses and teaching these skills to others. A person who would be able to spend some
6-12 months in India on our farm, working with the ponies and horses and teaching our staff as well as kids
from the nearby schools some of these skills in the form of a weekly pony club meeting or something like
that and helping to arrange farm activity weekend camps for city children. Because we believe that the
farm with its animals has lot more potential to offer for people, especially for children who could really
benefit from learning about positive communication with horses and simply from being around animals,
taking part in the daily activities at the farm.”

Kate Fenner
It is my hope to be this person. I will be spending the month of February in India at the Refuge to get
started. With my horse training experience, instructor and Pony Club qualifications, together with my PhD
studies in training and welfare, I hope to help IPAN realize their dream. Using Hill View Farm as a model, I
envisage reaching many small Indian communities in the years to come and improving the welfare,
through education, of large numbers of India’s at risk equids.
I understand that many of you would welcome the opportunity to help with this project and I have set up
this clinic series to enable you to do that. All of the money raised with these clinics will go directly to cover
my travel costs this February.

Kandoo Equine IPAN Clinics
Paying it Forward for Horses
Time and Price:
Saturday - 9-10:30 am Demonstration ($50*)
10:30 am to 4:30 pm The Engagement Zone Clinic ($200 for Members, $250 Non-Members, $50 Auditors*)
Sunday – 9:30 am to 3:30 pm Long-Reining Clinic – this clinic can only be done as an addition to the
Saturday, Engagement Zone Clinic as the prerequisites are covered there ($200 for Members, $250 NonMembers, $50 Auditors*)
Engagement Zone Clinic riders will also receive two DVDs, valued at $90 – Give to the Bit and Shoulder
Control
Engagement Zone and Long-Reining Clinic riders will also receive three DVDs, valued at $135 – Give to the
Bit, Shoulder Control and Long-Reining
*Demonstration and Auditor fees are waived for Kandoo Equine Online Training Members
Participant Choices: Demonstration only (from $0), Demonstration and Engagement Zone Clinic (from
$200), Full 2 days of training (from $400)
Clinic Requirements:
Kate is happy to travel anywhere in Australia but will require a minimum of 20 people for the
demonstration and 6-10 for the clinics.
Clinics are run as a group. It is a very intensive day and be prepared to learn a lot! Horses do not need to be
going under saddle as both of the clinics in this series can be done from the ground, however riders will be
able to transfer all that you learn to the saddle at the clinic. Everyone is welcome and each clinic will be
tailored around the participants. I usually find we begin with 50% riding and end the clinic with 80%
mounted, just leaving those un-started horses working on the ground.
So, even if you think you are not up to doing a mounted clinic – I think you’ll surprise yourself!
Horses must be already wearing a bridle for the Engagement Zone clinic and a girth for the Long-Reining
clinic. Please bring all of your tack, fitting saddle and snaffle bridle and a dressage whip for the
Engagement Zone clinic. For the Long-Reining clinic, please bring all of the above and 2 lunge lines
(different colours if you have them) and a lunge whip.
Venue Requirements:
A safe arena with parking facilities and tie up or yarding (preferable) for clinic horses. Round pen access is
very useful for the Long-Reining clinic but not essential. A local showground is often a good option as arena
hire will have to be passed on to participants to maximise the money we raise for IPAN.

The Engagement Zone
Discover how to engage your horse with learning,
hold its attention, stop shying and spooking, and
work in a soft, round outline.
Participants will learn ‘give to the bit’, ‘shoulder
control’ and ‘stops’.
The clinic is suitable for horses that are being
ridden with walk, trot and canter as well as
horses that are not yet under saddle as much of
the work can be done from the ground.
Please bring: snaffle bridle, fitted saddle and a
dressage whip

Long-Reining
Long-reining is a very useful training tool. In this clinic
you will teach your horse to long-rein in a calm and
safe environment.
Long-reining is suitable for both started and unstarted
horses. It’s a great place to improve your horse’s selfcarriage, build its top-line muscle and work on your
transitions.
The horses must have ‘give to the bit’ established
before attending this clinic and for those unstarted
horses, they will need to have been habituated to
wearing a girth.
Please bring: snaffle bridle, fitted saddle/surcingle if
preferred, 2 x lunge lines (preferably in different
colours) and a lunge whip.

